
Identify Your Competitor's SEO Strategies
Your SEO performance doesn’t work in a silo – it is always relative to your competition. Nor
is it static. With search engine algorithm changes, new competitors launching, and the other
side’s digital marketers tirelessly working to outperform you, you can’t take your foot off the
gas when it comes to SEO. Putting together a good SEO competitive analysis demands a
good understanding of industry hierarchy — for instance, who is the competition you’re
measuring against? Competitive analysis can be used as a roadmap for what you need to do
to improve your search rankings and the user experience for the visitors to your site. You’re
going head-to-head with your competition to win the loyalty of the exact same customer
base. With a SEO Agency Yorkshire ensuring the success of your online marketing program,
you can focus your attention back on running your business.

Keyword Research Suggestions For Beginners
Finding and ranking for the right keywords will make or break your website. Keyword
research will show you not only the right keywords to target, but also what your customers
want and need from your products. For your blog posts and pages to rank successfully, you
need to build high-quality content around your keyword phrases. Outdo your competition
with each post. Deliver more value, a more complete answer, and make it more readable. If
you try and stuff keywords into your content or rank for keywords you are not relevant for,
you will get no where fast and waste a lot of time and money and quite possibly get slapped
by Google. Think about how you have found information on the Internet. You typically either
started with a search query in a search engine or found a keyword link on a website or blog
that interested you enough to click, right? You may even have typed in a URL, or searched
for words you read or heard about from an offline marketing campaign or promotion. Either
way it was a keyword that represented what you were looking for. An experienced B2B SEO
Agency will help you to improve your ranking on the search engine while also not exceeding
your budget.

SEO Statistics To Improve Your Ranking
Below are a few curated search engine optimization stats that prove the power of organic
search engine optimization and search engine marketing.

● Where to buy + near me mobile queries have grown by over 200% from 2017–2019.
● The average cost of buying a link is $361.44.
● When asked what methods they use to find local businesses, products, and services,

65% of consumers mention desktop search
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● Only 5.7% of pages will rank in the top 10 search results within a year of publication.
● 54% of smartphone users search for business hours and 53% search for directions to

a local store.
● 92.42% of keywords get ten monthly searches or fewer.

There are many different things a SEO Expert can do for you.

Build Links To Your Site
Being a source of information for journalists and being quoted in their content is a great way
to not only earn quality backlinks from authoritative websites as part of your link building
strategy but also increase brand awareness, referral traffic and E-A-T. Link building brings
substantial marketing benefits that help your website or online business to prosper. Ask
people you know and people you work with to link to your site. Remember that relevance
matters; links from sites that are in the same general industry or niche as your site will have
more value than links from random, unrelated sites. Backlinks obtained from linking domains
of high authority usually offer more value (link equity) than links from low-quality, new, or
spammy websites. Backlinks from spammy websites should be avoided whenever possible.
Good tools combined with a Professional SEO Service can help marketers create
data-driven recommendations for informing updates of existing content, prioritizing specific
ranking factors for new content, and more.

Local SEO For Small Businesses
Optimizing for Local SEO factors can help increase your local ranking, increase your
chances of getting in Google's Local Pack, and help customers find you. For local
businesses with little to no exposure or for small businesses looking to expand and grow,
local SEO is crucial. Without proper local SEO, such businesses struggle to reach their
goals, and eventually, we see many of them shutting down within months of operations.
Local SEO is all about increasing search visibility for companies that serve their communities
face-to-face. These can be brick-and-mortar businesses with physical locations or
service-area businesses that operate throughout a certain geographic area. Customers are
increasingly keen to support local businesses, and, in turn, their local economy. With local
SEO you ensure that your business becomes a local fixture, and a first port of call for people
locally. Make sure that your SEO Specialist knows what search engine recommendations
are.

Is Your Company Ready To SEO Overseas?
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An often-overlooked piece of International SEO is link building. Like traditional SEO, you'll
need to create a web of internal and external links that show your content's relevancy to
search engines. There are two different aspects of Global Web Optimisation that website
owners need to consider when building a comprehensive strategy: content and technical.
Localization is a complex process. Its about creating content that resonates with your
audience, backed up by the appropriate technical infrastructure. The xdefault tag is basically
a default version of the site that you can choose to be served to people when the language
or location tag doesn't match any of the available ones and no other page is better suited. A
professional SEO Agency will keep themselves updated with the latest trends and
techniques which are working well in the market.

Search engine optimization is an art that is constantly developing. It is founded of course on
developing a compelling website and digital marketing strategy that deliver high-quality
content together with a great user experience. Not all traffic is revenue-generating traffic, so
it is important to note the conversion rate of traffic from organic search. All conversion points
should be considered - from top-of-funnel ebook downloads to e-commerce purchases —
depending on your business model.

You can discover supplementary information regarding Freelance SEO Consultants on this
Wikipedia article.
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